
 

 

QUESTIONS ON ENUM, TYPEDEF AND BIT FIELD 

 

Q1. What is enum in C? 
Answer: Simply thinking, instead of using 'int' in ANSI C, we use enum, to give an integer or a 
set of them a restricted value. The value will automatically be set for the elements entered, but 
the user can set them manually too. 
For example:- 
enum 
{a,b=2,c}; 
Here a, b and are taken as integer. No other data type is allowed. by default, value of 
a=0,b=1,c=2,,,but since manually we have given b=2, so the value of b is changed from 1 to 2. 

Q2.  What is the default data type of elements entered in enum ? 
Answer: The default data type of elements entered in enum is "int",,,integers only.. 

Q3.  Can we keep values of two different elements in enum same? 
Answer: Yes,of course.. 
For example:- 
enum 
{a,b=2,c}; 
a=0,b=1,c=2,,,but since manually we have given b=2, so the value of b is changed from 1 to 2. 
And hence b and c both are equal to 2. 

Q4.  If given a code 
enum 
{ 
mon,tues,wed,thurs,fri,sat,sun; 
} day; 

then what is the default value assigned to fri? 
Answer: By default, enum gives the leftmost element a '0' value, and second from left '1' and so 
on. Therefore, by simple calculations fri=4. 

Q5. What is  typedef in C language? 
Answer: typedef in C is used to rename a data type for the user's ease. For example: 
typedef int length; 
length min,max; 
In this example,,length can be thought of as a new name of 'int'.. Done for feasibility of the 
coder  while designing big codes. So min and max are actually integers,but since 'int' has been 
renamed as 'length', so we use length while declaration of min and max. 
 

Q6. What are the differences between enum and typedef in c? 
Answer: There are two basic differences- 
1. enum can be applied for integers only. While typedef can be applied for any data type. 
2. enum sets the default values of elements entered within it, while typedef can rename any data 
type. Which is better? Depends on requirement. 

Q7. How is typedef different from #define? 
Answer: There are two basic differences although typedef and its counterpart are more or less 
the same. These are- 
1. #define is 'pre-processor directive', which means it runs before the actual C-compiler. 
2. In some cases typedef might not work. For example- 
let's say you define a synonim for the int type with: 



 

 

typedef int MYINT 
Now you can declare an int variable either with 

int a; 
or 
MYINT a; 

But you cannot declare an unsigned int (using the unsigned modifier) with 

unsigned MYINT a; 
although 
unsigned int a; 

would be perfectly acceptable. 

Q8. What is the necessity of using bit-fields in C? 
Answer: Bit-fields uses struct in its declaration, but it labels each field and determined its width 
and size. So that any point of time, the coder cannot Bit fields are used in programs that must 
force a data structure to correspond to a fixed hardware representation. 

Q9.  How do we declare bit-fields in C? 
Answer: We declare bit-fields as follows:- 

struct number { 
int a : 12; 
int b : 6; 
}; 

Q10.  What are the restrictions imposed on bit-fields in C? 
Answer: Following are the restrictions imposed on bit-fields. You cannot- 

 Define an array of bit-fields. 
 Have a pointer to a bit-field. 
 Have a reference to a bit-field. 
 Take the address of a bit-field. 

 


